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Feedback:
You have successfully defined some of the key terminology and have started to use relevant sources. You have not addressed the essay question and show limited understanding of key concepts. Your referencing is not in the appropriate style, and the language is too informal.

Suggestions for improvement:
- Use formal academic language
- Read and discuss multiple perspectives from the literature
- Review the narrative/story of your essay – does it answer the question? Is it logical?

Mark Awarded: Date: 17/9/18

Markers Name: Doc Brown Signature: Emmett
Extremed Colleagues,

It is with great regret that I must request of you a favour. You will by now have identified the essay and associated feedback. I ask that you find to upload it to Blackboard using the marking rubric. I managed the flux capacitor - no small feat! Its Deborcon - no small feat! "Supporting Student Learning Resource Hub" under my Module Learning Resource Hub. You will need to find the course and self-registration.

Warmest regards,

Emmelt
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